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Shannon SSD OCS Venice Series

Shannon Open Channel SSDs(OCS) are the first commercialized OCS implementation in industry with volume deployment in hyperscale data 
centers. With customized firmware and controllers, OCS have the ability to adapt to different application workloads by customizing its 
functionality, features, capacity and performance. Functions such as Key-Value Store, features such as Atomic Write, Namespace , and Multi-Stream 
are readily available by convenient software configurations.

Key-Value Store
The performance of traditional KV store highly depends on the amount of host memory utilized. Shannon’s KV-Store, based on Open Channel 
SSD directly stores key value pair on flash, while only leaving indexes in the host memory. With the same amount of host DRAM, Shannon’s 
KV-Store can accommodate more data than traditional KV store in memory, offering performance improvements up to orders of magnitude.

Atomic-Write
In order to ensure the data integrity under extreme circumstances, MySQL/MariaDB/Percona/InnoDB enable DoubleWrite by default. As a result, 
one piece of user data are written twice to the flash. Shannon’s Atomic Write in Open Channel SSD implements the atomicity of DB page-write 
without modifications to the applications or file systems. By utilizing Atomic Writes with DoubleWrite turned off, application’s access latency can
be reduced by up to 50%, while increasing life expectancy of the SSDs.

Namespace
Within virtualized IT infrastruture, traditional methods for resource management such as Cgroup are used. However, these solutions are not 
always effective. Shannon's Open Channel SSDs allow user to create multiple namespaces to handle data from different applications. Each 
namespace can be configured independently on features such as capacity, performance limits and IO priority, efficiently implementing IO 
prioritization, scheduling and isolation.
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Shannon SSD Direct-IO® PCIe G5I Series

3D-NAND Based SSD
3D-NAND technology further increases the capacity density and lowers the 
TCO for enterprise SSDs. Shannon Direct-IO® PCIe Flash employs the most 
advanced 3D-NAND flash and exploits a scalable architecture, providing a 
user capacity up to 32TB in a single SSD, an industry first-ever. 

Atomic-Write
Shannon Direct-IO® PCIe Flash offers atomicity for any write operation of 
sizes less than 32KB. It can be enabled for database applications to 
significantly reduce latency and increase the QoS of SSD for mission critical 
database applications.

Namespace:
Shannon Storage Pool Management Software
Shannon Storage Pool (aka My-Space) is designed specially for the cloud 
storage infrastructure. It contains one or several Direct-IO® PCIe Flash, 
and can be divided into many logical volumes which support dynamic 
capacity adjustment, thin-provisioning and IOPS management. 

Power-loss Data Protection
Shannon Direct-IO® PCIe Flash utilizes a DRAM-less architecture; minimum 
amount of SRAM buffered data are automatically and safely flushed to NAND
in case of sudden power-loss, thus guaranteeing data integrity without relying
on battery unit or super-capacitor.

Enterprise-grade Reliability
Advanced NAND signal processing and inter-chip flash RAID technology, 
guarding data with multi layers of protection; end-to-end data protection; 
always-on copy-on-write for data updates.

Highlights
Largest capacity up to 32TB
25W peak power consumption




